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Agenda
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● Affordable Housing at LafargeHolcim

● Learnings from the finance front

● Perspective of the individual home builder

● Feedback from the contractors’ quarter

● Feedback from countries

● Avenues to expand the reach of housing microfinance

● Zoom on Nigeria



Introduction to LafargeHolcim
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16 African

countries

Affordable Housing

part of Group offer



What we are building: 
a business initiative with positive social impacts
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• Our definition of Affordable Housing:  “Housing for people who 

do not have access by usual financial ways to decent housing”
- Emerging countries: 4 billion people (‘Base of the pyramid’) 

- Developed countries: 150 million people without decent house conditions

• Our objective: building new markets for LafargeHolcim

and improving housing conditions.

• A dedicated team at Group level and local projects run by the 

country teams (Marketing and/or Commercial teams).

• An investment vehicle launched with CDC Group / UK - DFID 

to take affordable construction solutions to scale 

with a focus on Africa.
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25

IRAQ

25 COUNTRIES WITH PROJECTS

LAUNCHED OR IN DEVELOPMENT



Affordable Housing with LafargeHolcim in numbers

25 countries involved 

Over 400,000 people impacted in 2015. 

Our ambition: 25 million people impacted by 2030

More than 15,000 housing loans distributed 

through our microfinance partners in 2015, and about 

1,600 in Africa in the first half of 2016.

New business activity which contributed additional 

CHF 15m EBITDA to LafargeHolcim results in 2015
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SELF BUILDERS / MICROFINANCE OFFERS

MASS AFFORDABLE HOUSING

• Customer need: Indivual home builder’s access to finance 

• Our solution, based on our cement bags retailers network: 

Providing access to credits & technical assistance 

(catalogues of house designs, bill of quantities, ... )

• Customer need: quality & speed of delivery of large scale 

projects

• Our solution: LafargeHolcim works with developers to improve 

quality & speed of construction

Affordable housing: 4 types of business initiatives

DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS IN SLUMS

• Customer need: access to cement & Concrete in informal 

settlements (congested areas) and remote/rural areas.

• Our solution: Distribution of cement and bagged concrete in 

small quantities, as well as one-stop shop solutions.

EARTH & CEMENT SOLUTIONS

• Customer need: affordable alternative to burnt clay bricks

• Our solution: Mix of cement and soil to produce non burnt clay

bricks, keeping asthetic and thermal inertia of earth construction 

Our 

focus 

for 

today



Housing microfinance offering:
A complete housing solution for home owners

88

Access to financing Technical assistance 

Access to Retailers Construction solutions

Site visits , plans & budgetsCatalogs

Complete 

Housing

Solution

Trained masons
Large network of MFIs, supported by global partners 

For home extensions 

& renovation 
For new homes, 

built bit-by-bit



Working with a unique network of partners
at local and global level
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Global and regional partners Local partners

Development finance institutions, 

UN agencies and inclusive business platforms

Inter-American 

Development Bank

UK development

finance institution

Partnerships with over 40 

local micro-finance institutions (MFIs)

Inclusive Business 

Action Network
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Raising awareness and training on housing microfinance
Housing Microfinance Academy

• Organised in partnership with IFC 

(World Bank) and the French 

Agency for Develoment (AFD).

• Objective: training microfinance 

banks on how to create a housing 

microcredit product.

• Held in Kenya, India, Brazil, 

Nigeria, and soon South Africa.

HMF Academy sessions:



Housing microfinance: pricing commensurate with the risk 
level associated with a housing loan
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Housing loans known to 

generate a lower default rate 

compared to other types of 

microloans. 

Despite this, loans offered for 

housing do not always offer

preferential rates.



Absolute must: specific finance product for housing
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Set loan officers for success: train them adequately
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A very likely headache for the individual home builder

Required

regulatory

approvals

Technical aspects of the construction project

• Individual home builders 

most often lack knowledge 

and understanding of the 

construction process.

• As a result, technical aspects 

/ constraints can be daunting.
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According to customer research 

conducted in Kenya, banks are 

perceived by a majority as…

● Exploitative

● Punitive

● Out of reach

Perception of banks by individual home builders
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Build trust between individual home builders and contractors

● IHB heavily rely on close circles for their construction project

●Conversely they often mistrust contractors 
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Contractors are dependent on the individual home builder’s 
funding availability

• Contractors are dependent on 

their client’s funding level

• They face the risk of the 

project being stalled for lack of 

funds and of not being paid

• Temptation of ‘frontloading’ 

(over-quoting) to secure funds 

for the later stages of the 

construction project and avoid 

the project to stop.



Providing construction technical assistance: 
investing heavily in design is well worth it!
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● Nailing down what the client 

wants in terms of a house…

● …and assist in optimising

the design for efficient 

resources use…

● … helps ensure that the 

house built meets 

expectations within budget!
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Reliable costing upfront is key for good financial planning 
and helps avoid going over budget



Construction technical assistance essential 
for a robust, safe and durable home
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Structural reinforcement of the building must be adapted in proportion to the 

number of storeys in particular.



Kenya
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• Housing microfinance initiative first piloted in 2015

• 2 MFIs and 1 bank engaged in the process to date

• Relatively slow take up

• More than 20 design typologies developed

• Customer discovery exercise (March 2016) indicated that 

affordable construction financing is believed to be non-existent: 

market interest rates apply.



Kenya – challenges faced
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Setting up the 

partnership

agreement / the 

microfinance loan

• Upstream preparation work to define and finalize 

a partnership agreement is time-consuming.

• Long loan processing time.

Scale

• Number of loans disbursed in a year has 

sometimes been below expectations – for 

instance 30 over a year.

Construction 

technical

assistance value

• Value of construction technical assistance not 

always perceived by potential finance partners.



Zambia
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• Housing microfinance initiative started in 2013

• Situation in 2016: 2 active partnerships for housing microfinance

• 731 housing loans delivered in 2016 (end of July)



Zambia – Building design catalogue developed in 
partnership with BancABC
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Layout

options



Zambia – challenges faced 
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No bespoke

financial product

for housing

• In some cases, the financial product used 

for housing was no different to consumer 

loans.

Lack of funding

• Lack of funds from partner financial 

institution causing construction projects to 

be brought to a halt. 

Interest rates
• Issue of high interest rates, reaching 35% to 

42% per annum.



Cracking the housing microfinance model
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Need for financial

innovation and reliance on 

‘home-grown’ funding to 

grow the capacity of 

housing microfinance

Housing finance outstanding

loans as a percentage of GDP: 

• USA 80%

• Malaysia 30%

• Nigeria 0.5%.

Leverage new money 

channeling technologies 

such as mobile money to 

improve convenience

and reduce costs?



Leverage housing microfinance - with associated services  -
as a pull lever to stimulate construction demand
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Microfinance

Technical

assistance

Masons training

Sales promotion

(referral agents)

New construction 

products

Other financing

means?

Reach out to more individual home 

builders beyond the ‘natural’ customers

pools of microfinance banks

and building materials retailers.



Zoom on Nigeria



Long expected recession
economy at a stall since Jan 15

ForExissue
Creating high I.R. and  difficulties to  pay in foreign 

currencies

1st
African economy

3rd
African capital market

180  Million people

Economic difficulties but huge opportunities



Rural exodus (to Lagos from 2000 to 2015) : in 

search of a better life…



25%
Home ownership in Nigeria

My accomplishment tomorrow: ‘my big house in my 

village’

Source: CAHF 

Yearbook 2016



Face-me-I-face-

you

4 to 10 rooms aligned 

in rows

Corridor

Room per family

Family facing another family

Shared toilet/shower & kitchen

But what can I afford 
today in the city…?



Social issues
fights, thefts, lack 

of privacy

Health & sanitary 

issues
proximitiybetween kitchen / 

toilet, endless queues for 

toilets / showers



Clients of Housing 

Microfinance

Conclusion: huge opportunities for 

Housing Microfinance

Source: CAHF 

Yearbook 2016



Our flagship HMF initiative: Easy Home

32 Cities

20,000
Beneficiaries in 

less than 3 years

5 M€
Funds from AFD 

granted to LAPO 

MfB

1st
Housing Microfinance 

Scheme in Nigeria

a patnership between:

Growing presence across Nigeria



500 

USD

1,250USD 10,000 

USD

Sky is the limit…!

LAPO
- Short tenor (max 2 yrs)

- Purpose: develop your 

land to become a true 

landlord

- Lowest interest rate 

(19.56% p.a.)

Middle and upper-class

(more than 1,500 

USD/month)
Commercial banks

- Longer tenor (max 20 

years)

- Purpose: buying house

- High interest rates (21-

25%)

Credit 

utilization

- Home extension

- Full renovation

- Very small house 

(21m²) 

- Bit-by-bit

Small house (21m² 

- 70m² )

- Medium to large house > 70m² 

- High-end market (Lekki)

We created a new market

Poverty (less than 

3USD /day

Low to middle-income (60 

to 1,500 USD/month)
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Our impact through testimonies: from tenants to landlords…

Name of client: Olagbaju F. Isaac     

Location: Ibadan     Occupation: Proprietor

Loan accessed: 600,000N  Project: Lintel, blocksetting, 

Roofing

Testimony: ‘I m a proprietor, I could not complete my 

school permanent site from the money I made 

from my school and I have a dream to be a school 

owner some day. I was able to finish my project in less than 4 

weeks and I am a proud school owner.

Name of Client:  Osahon Kelvin

Location : Benin

Occupation : Cement Retailer

Loan accessed.: N 600,000

Project: Ceiling, tiling, plumbing

Testimony: ’I already had a quit notice letter and 

thought of how to complete his project to a habitable phase
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Customer survey: feedback on improvements needed

Bigger loans

Certified labour from 

Lafarge Africa

Lower interest rate
Materials coming 

from one source

Longer maturity

Eased and 

accelerated process 

to access second 

and following loans



Housing Microfinance Academy
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Rethinking the housing microfinance model

 1st edition: October 2015
- 45 MFIs / DFIs / Mortgage banks MDs 1

- 1 day of conference, 1 day site visit

- Best practices shared in HMF and construction technical 

support, financial products, and access to funds

 Working group: Creating a new scalable model
- All pillars of the housing industry represented (public 

institutions, construction materials, MFIs, DFIs, developers)

- Objective: propose actions to structure the Nigerian HMF 

industry 

 2nd edition planned Friday & Saturday
- Presentation of conclusions from the committee

- Financial model to attract local capitals

- Technical model to standardize constructions



Thank  you

…More during the Housing microfinance Academy tomorrow



Contacts

Anne-Laure DENIS – LafargeHolcim, Group Affordable Housing Project Manager

anne-laure.denis@lafargeholcim.com

Aurélien Boyer – LafargeHolcim, Affordable Housing – Nigeria Manager

aurelien.boyer@lafargeholcim.com

http://www.lafargeholcim.com/affordable-housing

http://www.affordablehousinghub.com
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